CISBAT International Conference 4-6 September 2019

Your Poster
1.

Dimensions

The total area available for the presentation of your poster is 120 cm (width) x 180 cm (height). The
recommended poster size is DIN A0 format (84cm x 119cm), in portrait orientation.

2.

Content

Your poster should illustrate your work in four parts :
a) title of paper, name and affiliation of author(s)
b) objectives
c) methodology
d) results
e) conclusions
with an emphasis on the latter two.

3.

Poster presentation

The accent should be put on illustrations such as figures, graphs and photos. Text should mainly be used to
support these illustrations.
Wherever possible, graphs should be given priority over tables for better readability.
Furthermore, the presentation should follow the usual reading order: from left to right and from top to
bottom.
The poster has to be legible from a distance of 2 to 3 meters, i.e. letters should have a height of at least 6
mm.

4.

Photo

For easier author identification during the conference, we also ask you display a portrait photo of the
presenter next to the poster (printed on A4 or US letter page, indicating the name of the presenter below)

5.

Installation and removal

We kindly ask you to put up your poster in the beginning of the morning of 4 September according to the
numbering given in the program and to take it down again at the end of the 2nd conference day. It is not
necessary to send us the poster beforehand but you may do so if you cannot be present at the opening of
CISBAT.
Should a last minute problem keep you from attending the conference, please inform us as soon as you
know (cisbat@epfl.ch / +41 21 693 6249) so that we do not set up a poster panel for you, which would then
be empty and use up precious space.
Thank you in advance for respecting these simple rules.
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